
ROCKIN V RANCH
Live Oak County, George West, TX 
1,309 + Acres | $4,908,750 | Shown by Appointment Only



The Rockin V Ranch is set up and ready to go. Some of the best quail and wing shooting around. High fenced 
with MLD permit and good management that has produced some great trophy deer. The ranch has good 
white-tailed deer and there are some great exotics on the ranch including blackbuck, aoudad, fallow, and axis. 
The ranch has been very well thought out with excellent management including brush management and 
strippings, senderos and protected quail feeders and waterers to provide for a very healthy quail population. 
The past years have seen great dove hunting as well.
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 The ranch is mostly flat with higher elevation to the north side. Three water wells provide plenty of water to the 
main compound and the wildlife waterers and troughs. There are also two ponds on the property.

This ranch is set up as an easy-to-manage property. It really works well for company hunts and entertaining 
with a skeet shooting range, a conference room for corporate meetings, a party barn and game room, gun 
room, and foremans home. Also, the main Barndominium has 2,220 square feet and three bedrooms and two 
baths, with a large kitchen and beautiful bar area. The next Barndominium is a 2,210 square foot four bedroom, 
two bath with the conference room and gun room. It is plumbed to easily convert the conference room to one 
or more bedrooms. There is also a covered pavilion, fire pit and two other large barns and last but not least, a 
chipping green. The ranch will sell with the furnishings and all blinds and feeders.

The ranch is surface only with no minerals owned. The property is currently under 1-D-1 Ag valuation. Most all 
equipment conveys. The large John Deere tractor and high top truck can be purchased separately.
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The information contained herein has been gathered from sources deemed reliable; however, Republic Ranches, LLC and its principals, members, officers, associates, agents and employees cannot guarantee the 

accuracy of such information. The information contained herein is subject to changes, errors, omissions, prior sale, withdrawal of property from the market without prior notice, and approval of purchase by owner. 

Prospective buyers should verify all information to their satisfaction. No representation is made as to the possible value of this investment or type of use, and prospective buyers are urged to consult with their tax 

and legal advisors before making a final determination. Real Estate buyers are hereby notified that real properties and its rights and amenities in the States of Texas; Oklahoma; Colorado; Louisiana; Arkansas; and New 

Mexico are subject to many forces and impacts whether natural, those caused by man, or otherwise; including, but not limited to, drought or other weather related events, disease (e.g. Oak Wilt, Anthrax, Chronic 

Wasting Disease), invasive species, illegal trespassing, previous owner actions, neighbor actions and government actions. Prospective buyers of Texas real estate, New Mexico real estate, Colorado real estate, Oklaho-

ma real estate, Arkansas Real Estate, or Louisiana real estate should investigate any concerns regarding a specific real property to their satisfaction. When buying investment property the buyer’s agent, if applicable, 

must be identified on first contact and must be present at initial showing of the property listing to the prospective real estate investor in order to participate in real estate commission. If this condition is not met, fee 

participation will be at sole discretion of Republic Ranches, LLC. Republic Ranches, LLC reserves the right to require any or all interested buyer(s) of a particular property to provide proof of financial ability to purchase 

said property prior to the initial showing or any subsequent showing of the property. Republic Ranches, LLC also reserves the right to refuse to show a property to a potential buyer for any reason at Republic Ranches, 

LLC’s sole and absolute discretion.

RICK DOAK
Broker Associate
Republic Ranches, LLC - Broker 
(361) 243-1040
rick@republicranches.com
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